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'When a conductin g space vehicle in the ionosphere is illuminated by an in cident elect ro
magneti c wave from t he g round, a current and charge are indu ced on the vehi cle. The 
induced curren L a nd charge in Lu rn generate two scattered fields in t he ionosp here; the 
elect romagnetic (EM) a nd an e lectroacoustie (EA) wave. A part of the EA wave is con 
verted to an EJ\I wave across t he discontinuity of the ionosphere and reaches t he g round. 
As t he resu lt, the radar return of a space vehi cle in t he ionosphere is greaLl.v enhan ced . In 
t his paper, t he case of a conducting cylinder in a plasma and illuminated by an E M wave 
is considered. The induced current and charge on the cyli nder a re determin ed and t he 
scattered E i\1 and EA waves a re calculated. The co rresponding radar cross sections du e 
to EM and EA waves a re defin ed. It is shown t hat t he en hancement of the r aclar return 
due to an EA wave bears SO ITle resemblan ces to the la rge outbursts of t he reOectecl H F 
signals from the satelli tes observed by ICraus. 

1. Introduction 

'When an oscillating electric source i placed in 
a compressive plasma an electromagnetic (EJVI) fLnd 
an electroacoustic (EA) wa\-e are generated. R e
cently , Cohen [1962] has shown the possible excita
t ion of an E A waye by a radiating source. H essel 
and Shmoys [1962] have studied the case of a 
her tzian dipole in a compressive plasma. Chen 
[1963] has investigated the efIect of an EA waye on 
the r adiation of a dipole antenna in a lossless and 
a lossy compressive plasma. Wait [1964 a, b] has 
also studied the problem of an antenna in a com
pressive plasma. In these studies they all find the 
significant effect of an EA wave on the radiation of 
a radiating source. 

"When a conducting space vehicle moving in the 
ionized atmosphere is ilhuninated by an incident 
E11 wave from the ground, a current and charge 
are induced on the vehicle. The oscillating cmrent 
and charge on the vehicle can excite a scattered EA 
wave in addition to a scattered E11 wave. A par t 
of the EA wave converts to an E11 wave across the 
density discontinuities and reaches the growld. As 
the result, the radar retw"n of a conducting space 
vehicle in a compressive plasma is greatly enhanced . 
In this paper a space vehicle is assumed to have the 
shape of a thin cylinder and we calculate the effect 
of the excited EA wave on its radar retmn. 

Kraus [1958 ; Kraus, Higgy, and Albus, 1958; 
Kraus, Higgy, and Crone, 1960] have reported some 
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unusual obsonratiol1s of the CW r eflected HF signal 
from the satelli tes at Ohio State Observatory . 
They obsoned that the radar returns from the 
satelli te consists of a group of very strong bursts. 
The appearance of the group of bursts is lilce aeries 
of regularly spaced spikes wilh the largest bursts 
occurring near the center of the group and decreas
ing in ampli tude from the middle to the both sid es 
of the group. 

The enhancement of tho radar retUl"n from a con
ducting cylinder in a compressive plasma du e to an 
EA wave is shown to have a similar nature as that 
obsel'\Ted by Kraus. This may help the explanation 
of those unusual observations. 

2 . Statement of Problem and Basic 
Equations 

The geometry of the problem is sh own in figul"e 1. 
A cylinder in the ionosphere which is a compressive 
plasma medium is ass llmed to be perfectly conduct
ing. A plane EM wave from the ground is incident 
on the cylinder. The problem is (1) to find the 
induced current and charge on the cylinder, (2) to 
calculate the scattered EM and EA waves generated 
by the induced ClUTent and ch arge on the cylinder , 
(3) to find the radar cross sections of the cylinder 
due to the EM and EA waves and (4) to study the 
conversion of an EA wave to an E11 wave across the 
density discontinuity of the ionosphere. 
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FIGU RE 1. Waves incident on and scattered by a space vehicle 
in the ionosphere. 

In our problem, the plasma is assumed to be 
homogeneous and neutral and the perturbation of 
the plasma due to electric charges on the cylinder 
is also assumed to be sufficiently small for linearized 
equations to be valid. The plasma is assumed to be 
lossless and no static electric or static magnetic 
field is assumed to be present. Under these assump
tions the basic equations are Maxwell equations and 
linearized Euler equations as follows: 

--) oH 
V' X E=-jlQ -at 

--) 

--) --) --) oE 
V' X H = J s- enoV + €o 6t 

--) 

V'·H= O 

--) --) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In the above notation, E and H are the electric 
--) 

and magnetic fields. J S and pS are the electric cur
rent and charge densities. no and nl are the ambient 
electron density and the perturbation of the electron 

--) 

density. V and Vo are the mean induced velocity 
and the rms velocity of electrons. e and m are the 
charge and mass of the electron. The motion of 
positive ions in the plasma is ignored. The time 
dependence factor for all fields is assumed to be eJwt • 

Following Chen's analysis, the fields can be sepa
rated into the EM and EA modes as follows: 

--) --) --) 

For the EM mode (E., H, V e) 

--) --) 

V' X E e= -jw!1-oH (7) 

--) --) --) --) 

V' X H = J s-enoVe+ jw€oEe (8) 

(9) 

(10) 
and 

(11) 

with 

(12) 

--) --) 

For the EA mode (E a, V a, nl), 

(13) 

--) --) 

jW€oEa-enoV a= O (14) 

(15) 

In this separation of modes, the relations of 
~~ --) --)~-j 

E = E e+Ea and V = V e+ Va are valid. The EM 
mode consists of an electric and a magnetic field 
but no accumulation of charges. The EA mode 
consists of an electric field and an accumulation of 
charges but no magnetic field. The details of the 
analysis are omitted here for brevity. 

--) 

The E e field of the EM mode can be obtained 
from 

--) --) 

E e= - V'cf> - jwA (16) 

where 

A=~ J S-- dv 
-) 1/ f --) e -J{J,r 

47T l' 
(17) 

1 --) 
cf>= j -- V'·A 

WEo!1-0~ 
(18) 

(19) 

--) 

A and cf> are the vector and scalar potentials, and c 
is the velocity of light. 

--) 

The E a fiekl of the EA mode can be obtained from 

(20) 
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where 

(21) 

(22) 

From (17) and (21), it is evident that once the 
electric current and charge induced on the cylinder 
are determined all fields can be calculated. 

3 . Induced Current and Charge on Cylinder 

As shown in figure 2, a conducting cylinder with 
a length of 2h and a radius of a is illuminated by a 
plane EM wave at an angle o. The length of the 
cylinder is assumed to be small compared with the 
wavelength of the incident EM wave and a is as
sumed to be much smaller than h. -4 

The tangential component of the incident E 
field along the cylinder is assumed to be 

(23) 

where Eo is a constant. 
The current and charge on the cylinder maintains 

a tangential electric field at the surface which can 
be expressed as 

(24) 

where [Eelz is the electric field of the EM mode 
and [Eal, is that of the EA mode. From (16) and 
(18), 

where A , is the tangential componen t of the vector 
potential at the surface of cylinder. From (20), 

(26) 

Since the tangential electric field should vanish 
at the surface of cylinder we obtain the following 
equation. 

(27) 

If the cylinder is very thin compared with the 
wavelength of the incident EM wave, only axial 
current I z is induced on the cylinder. The charge 
on the cylinder is related to I z by the equation of 
continuity as 

.1 i) I 
q= J -~ z · 

w u Z 
(28) 

The substitution of (17), (21), (28), (23), (25), 

-------

e: (Compressive pIasma) 
I 

FIGU RE 2. Cylinder illuminated by a plane EM wave at an 
angle (). 

and (26) in (27) gives an integral equation for l z as 

(i)~22 +{3;) I~" I z(z ' )Ke(z, z' )dz' 

_ w~ ~ f it oI(z ' ) 77 ( ' )d' 
2 >. >" Ll..a Z, Z Z 

w u Z -Ii u Z 

=_j47f{3 ~ Eo cos Oe-JPeslnQz (29) 
WJ.l.o 

where the kernels IC( z, z' ) and K a( Z, z') can be 
expressed as 

K .(z, z' ) 
exp [- j{3e,l(z - z' )2+a2l 

, /(Z-Z ' )2+a2 

exp [- j{3a (z-z ' )2+a2J 

'/ (Z-Z ' )2+a2 

(30) 

(31) 

The induced current I z can be determined by 
solving (29). Since an exact solution for I z is too 
difficult to obtain we determine I z approximately 
with an iterative method. From (19) and (22) it is 
evident that 

(32) 

This means that K a( z, z' ) is a much more rapidly 
oscillating kernel than K e( z, z'). As the result the 
second term of the left-hand side of (29) is much 
smaller than the first term. Therefore, for the 
zeroth order solution of I z the following equation is 
to be solved. 

(O~22 +{3~) I~1i [Iz(z' )loK e(z, z')dz' 

·4 1'1 2 
=-~ Eo cos Oe -jP. slnOz (33 ) 

WJ.l.o 

where [I,( z' )lo stands for the zeroth order solution of 
I z• Equation (33) is solved in appendix for the case 
of h< < Ae where Ae is the wavelength of incident 
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EM wave. The solution of [l.(z') ]o can be summa
rized as 

[lz(z) ]o= CEo cos 8 (cos f3ez-cos f3eh) (34) 

T[= J~II (cos f3ez' -cos f3eh)K .(O, z' )dz' (36) 

T2= J~II (cos f3ez' -cos f3eh)K .(h, z')dz'. (37) 

Thus the induced current on the cylinder is deter
mined as a function of cylinder size (h, a), the 
amplitude (Eo) and the incident angle (8) of the 
incident E M wave. 

The charge on the cylinder can be de termined from 
(28) and (34) as 

[q(z) 10 = -j f3e CEo cos 8 sin f3.z . 
W 

(38) 

The zeroth order solutions for l z and q are quite 
suffi cient and convenient for further development of 
the theory. In case the first order solution is needed 
the following equation is to be solved . 

( i)2 ) I II i) z2+f3~ -II [l z(z ' )hK .(z, z')dz' 

= _j471"f3! Eo cos 8e - j{J, s in 8z 

Wf..!o 

+ W~ Ai) JII Ai) , [1z(z ' ) 10K a(z, z')dz', (39) 
W u Z -h u Z 

[l.(z')][ is the first order solution of l z and [l.(z' )]o is 
expressed in (34). 

For simplici ty, (34) an d (38) are used in the calcu
lation of the scattered EM and EA waves in the next 
section. 

4 . Scattered EM and EA Waves 

For the practical interest, we calculate the back
scattered EM and EA waves at a distant point from 
the cylinder and in the direction of 8. 

To calculate the backscattered EM wave at a 
point (Ro, 8) from the center of the cylinder, the 

~ 

vector potential A in (1 7) is evaluated first. With 
the current on the cylinder expressed as in (34) we 
have 

A z= f..!o __ CEo cos 8 (cos f3.z-cos f3.h)e j {J,z sin 8dz e-1{J,RO I II 
471" Ro - h 

f..!oe-J{J,RO 
2 f3 R 8 CEo [sin f3.h cos (f3.h sin 8) 71" . 0 cos 

- (sin 8+ cos 0 cot 8) cos f3.h sin (f3eh sin 0) 1. (40) 

The electric field of the scattered EM wave which is 
significan t in the far zone of the cylinder is directly 
related to Az as 

[E~ ]o=jwAz cos 8. (41) 

Equation (41) implies that the significant component 
of the scattered E11 wave is the 8 component in a 
spherical coordinate whicl1 origin is located at the 
center of the cylinder and its polar axis along the 
axis of the cylinder. 

The substitution of (40) and (35) in (4 1) leads to 

[EsJo = e - 2e-J{J,RO [ I -cos f3 h ] 
• f3.Ro cos f3ehT[- T2 

X Eo [sin f3.h cos (f3.h sin 8) -(sin 8+ cos 8 cot 8) 

cos f3.h sin (f3eh sin 8) 1. (42) 

The magnetic field of the scattered EM wave is 
obtained from a 11axwell equation as 

(43) 

The magnetic field is in cf> direction . .\0 is equal to 
12071" ohms. 

The scattered EA wave at a distant point (Ro, 0) 
from the center of the cylinder can be determined I 
after n[ in (2 1) is evaluated. With the charge on 
the cylinder as expressed in (38), n[ can be evaluated 
as 

1 2 -J{J ROf3 8 
= _ Wp _e _a_ --" CE cos 

271" ev~ Ro W 0 f3!-f3~ sin2 8 

x [f3a sin 8 sin f3 eh cos (f3ah sin 8) 
- f3 e cos f3.h sin (f3ah sin 8)1. (44) 

-4 

From (20), the radiation term. of E a 'which repre
sents the significant component in the far zone of 
the cylinder can be obtained as 

X [f3a sin 8 sin f3 eh cos (f3ah sin 8) 
-f3. cos (3 eh sin (f3J~ sin 8)] . (45) 

The significant component of the electric field of the 
scattered EA wave is in the radial direction. 

The mean induced velocity of electrons of the 
EA mode can be determined from (14) and (45) as 

W2 (3 (3 e-J{JaRO cos 8 
[v~ l T= (W2~W~) e~o 2; -----rr;- CEo (3!-(3~ sin2 8 

X [(3 a sin 8 sin {3 eh cos ((3 ah sin 8) 
-(3. cos (3 eh sin ((3 ah sin 8)]. (46) 
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The signifiCant component of V~ in the far zone of 
the cylinder is also in the radial direction. 

5. Radar Cross Sections of Cylinder Due to 
EM and EA Waves 

The power density flow of the scattered EM wave 
can be represented by a Poynting vector as 

Se=~ [E~]6[HS]~ 

I I -cos f3eh 12 2{i E~ . . ) 
= cos {3ehTJ- T2 {3;R~To [sm f3eh cos (f3eh sm e 

-(sin e+ cos e cot e) cos {3 eh sin (f3eh sin e)J2. (47) 

The power density flow of the scattered EA wave 
has been derived by Field [1956] and can be ex
pressed as 

I I-cos f3eh 12 2,,([ (w~)) (e) E~ cos2 e 
= cos {3ehTJ - T2 f3~m w2 V;; To [vUe2-sin2 ep 

X [sin e sin f3eh cos ({3ah sin e) 

-(vole) cos f3eh sin (f3J~ sin e)p. (48) 

The corresponding radar cross sections of the 
cylinder due to the scattered EM wave is defined 
as 

I· R' [ Se ] O"e= nn 47r 0 G . 
R Ho> E~"f V2I;o 

(49) 

With (47), O"e is obtained as 

I I -cos f3eh 12 [ 1671"J [. 7 ( h' ) (f e= cos f3ehTj - T2 f3; S111 {3e ~ cos {3e sm e 

-(sin e+ cos e cot e) cos {3eh sin ({3eh sin e)]2. (50) 

The corresponding radar cross section of the 
cylinder due to the scattered EA wave is defined as 

(fa= lim 47rR6 [E2 Ja J. 
R Ho> 1 0 ~/21;o 

(51) 

With (48), (fa is obtained as 

I I - cos {3eh 12 [ 167rJ (w;) ( vo) cos2 e 
O"a= cos {3ehTJ- T2 Iff w2 C [v6/e2-sin2 eJ2 

X [sin e sin {3eh cos ({3ah sin e) 

-(vole) cos {3eh sin ({3J. sin e) )2. (52) 

Physically, (f . and O"a give the measures of the 
radar returns from the cylinder in the form of an 
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EM and an EA wave. The O"e is a slowly varying 
function of e and has a maximum at e= o (broadside 
direction). The O"a is a rapidly varying function of 
e and it has the appearance of a group of regularly 
spaced spikes with two largest maxima near e= o. 
The magnitude of O"a is much greater than Lhat of 0", 

in the usual cases. 
For a numerical example, the case of a cylinder 

with f3eh = 7[/ 6 (or h= ~;) and in a compressible 

plasma with w;/w2= 0.7 and vole= 10- 3 is con idered. 
The 0". as a function of e is shown graphically in 
figure 3. TIle magnitude of 0". is normalized by the 

f· f 1 I -cos {3eh 12 [ 1671"J 'T'}} f" actor 0 cos f3ehTJ- T2 {3~' .l le Slape o · O"e m 
figure 3 is similar to that of the radar return from 
a cylinder in free space. The O"a as a function of e is 
shown graphically in figure 4. The magnitude of (fa 
is normalized by the same factor as in the case of (fe' 
We observe that the magnitude of O"a is many orders 
higher than that of O"e. The shape of (fa in figure 4 
consists of a group of bmsts with two largest maxima 
near the center. The appearance of O"a would look 
like a group of spilms if O"a is plotted against the axis 
of e with the arne scale as that of figm e 3. The 
interesting point is that the response of O"a is concen
trated in the range of a very small angle e. 

The total radar cross section of a cylinder is the 
sum of O"e and (fa. However, since O"a is much greater 
than 0". the radar retUTll of the cylinder may be 
dominated by the contribution of the EA wave. 

Kraus et al. [1958a, b, 1960] observed the radar 
retmns of the satellites with a HF signal of 20 M c/s . 
If thei.r obsenTations are compared with fig ure 4, we 
will find some strilring resemblance. First, the ap
pearance of the radar return is very similar and 
secondly the magnitude of O"a exceeds that of (f. 
which corresponds to the physical cross section of 
the cylinder by many orders of magnitude. This 
finding may lead someone to suspect that the unusual 
observations of the satellites made by Kraus et al. 
[1958a, b , 1960] is due to the excitation of an EA 
wave in the ionosphere by the satellites. 

r-------------;------------.30;oqO J 

(3e""-· % 
If''/C.:' 16 3 

vJP~/o.. .. / -= 0.7 f O"e 

20 ~ 

80' 60' 4-0' 20· 0" 20° 40 ' 60" 80· 

- e - o.spec t (mg Le 

FIGURE 3. Radal' cross section d1W to Ely[ wave, q., versus 
aspect angle e. 
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6 . Conversion of EA Wave to EM Wave 
Across a Density Discontinuity 

In the preceding section we have shown that an 
EA wave excited by a conducting object in a com
pressive plasma can greatly enhance the radar cross 
section of the object. However, for the energy of an 
EA wave to reach a receiving antenna on the ground 
the EA wave must be converted to an EM wave to 
propagate in the air. The mechanism for the con
version of an EA wave to an EM wave has been in
vestigated by Kritz and Mintzer [1960] and Field 
[1956] . Their results are briefly summarized here. 
Kritz and Mintzer have shown that the transmission 
of a longitudinal plasma wave (EA wave) across a 
plasma density discontinuity such as the lower 
boundary of the ionosphere can cause transverse EM 
waves to be formed. When the incident angle of 
the plasma wave is zero, no E11 wave appears but 
for a small cone of incident angle 

. e <vo 1 sm - --;===;;=;==;; 
- c .J1-w;/w2 

(53) 

a portion of a plasma wave will be converted to an 
EM wave. The conversion coefficient increases as 
the frequency of incident plasma wave approaches 
the plasma frequency. 

Field also calculated the conversion coefficient, 
'Y, defined as the ratio of the normal flux in the 
transmitted EM wave to that in the incident plasma 
wave at a plasma-vacuum boundary. He obtained 
an average conversion coefficient as 

A0 3kT 
'Y.vg= 4 Ap mc2 (54) 

where 1..0 and Ap are the wavelengths of the trans
mitted EM wave and the incident plasma wave. 
He also found that the maximum conversion occurs 
at sin e=vo/c. In conclusion, he mentioned that 

under special condition complete conversion occurs 
even without a static magnetic field if the tempera
ture of the plasma is very high. 

In all, the mechanism for the con \Tersion of an 
EA wave to an EM wave across the density dis
continuity is known and we are quite certain that 
the EA wave excited by a space vehicle can enhance 
the radar return and can be detected on the ground. 

7 . Conclusion 

It has been shown tha t a conducting object in 
the ionosphere can excite an EA wave in addition 
to an EM wave if it is illuminated by an incident 
EM wave. The excited EA wave can give a strong 
enhancement to the radar return of the object. 
This enhancement is shown to resemble in some 
ways to the experimental results of the radar return 
of a satellite. In light of this finding it may be 
worth while to study the problem more rigorously 
by choosing a different shape for the object and 
taking into account the plasma sheath surrounding 
the object and the effect of the earth's magnetic 
field, etc. 

8 . Appendix 

Determination of [/z(z)lo from (33). 
When we assume that the length of the cylinder 

is much smaller compared with the wavelength of 
the incident EM wave, the following condition is 
implied. 

(55) 

With (55), (33) can be simplified to 

'4 (3' -J 7r ; Eo cos e. 
WJ.lo 

(56) 

If we write 

(56) becomes 

(oO:2+f3;)Az(z)= ~(3; Eo cos e. (58) 

The solution for A z(z) is 

where Ve = / 1 and 0 1 is an arbitrary constant. 
"\ J.loEal; 
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We c~m del'i\~e an equation from (59) as 

Eo cos OJ - f3e (cos f3ez-cos f3eh). (60) 

'The combination of (57) with (60 ) gives 

J~h[ l,(z ' )]oKd(z, z')dz' = -.~47r sec f3eh 

( Eo cos 0) jVeA ,(h) f3e X (cos f3ez -cos f3eh) (61) 

where K d(z, z ') = K e(z, z' )-K e(h, z ') and .I= ~ :~. 
If we assume 

[I ,(z)]0 = 0 2 (cos f3ez-cos f3eh) (62) 

and substitute (62) in (6 1), we can determine O2 by 
by letLing z=o in (61) . Thus O2 can be expressed as 

-j47r [ E cos OJ O2= .loT d .jv,A ,(h)- u f3e (sec f3 ,h- l ) (63) 

where 

Ted= fh (cos f3ez ' -cos f3eh)KaCO, z' )dz'. (64) 
- h 

The A ,(h) in (63) is still unknown but it can be 
evaluated after (62) and (63) are substituted in 
(57), A ,(h) can be obtained as 

A ,(h) = jEo cos ° Tea (sec f3<h- l) 
vef3e Te<l+ T",(l -sec f3eh) 

(65) 

where 

I" T ea = , - h (cos f3ez' - cos f3eh)Ke(h , z') dz '. (66) 
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The substitution of (63) and (65) in (62) gIves the 
final solution for [I,(z) ]o as 

[1 ( )] =j47r [ I -cos f3eh J E 
,z 0 .If3e T ed cos f3eh- T ea(l -cos f3ell ) 0 

X COS ° (COS f3ez-cos f3eh). (67) 

If the relation of 

are used in (67), the final solution for [I,(z) 10 I S 

obtained as in (34). 
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